The following equivalent definition will be used more often
Pairs of numbers in brackets refer to correspond ingly numbered references in the Selected Bibliography and page numbers, respectively. A single number in a bracket refers to the correspondingly numbered reference in the Selected Bibliography. and f*P the set of prime power ideals of D. The terminology used will in general he that of Zariski and Samuel [10] , [11] . In particular, the symbol * * CZ * * will indicate containment while ,l<, l will indicate proper containment.
Statement of Problem
In a paper by Gilmer and Ohm [51 > a study was made of the relationships between the set If of valuation ideals of D . and the set 2. of primary ideals of D. In this paper we will investigate relationships between these and the other classes of ideals mentioned above. We note that the fol lowing containments are always true; (1) If C P y (2) Q.CP, (3) PfiC. J, and (4) if C J , Containments (1) and (2) follow since every valuation ring, respectively almost Dedekind domain, is a Priifer domain; (3) is obvious and (4) is a result of [11;342] .
The following three theorems are results of Gilmer and Ohm
[53.
Theorem I A domain J is a Priifer domain if and only if it satisfies any of the following equivalent statements: a) Every nonzero finitely generated ideal of J is invertible.
b)
Jp is a valuation ring for every prime ideai P of J. 2). (e n s)
The following theorem, also from Zariski and Samuel [10;228] , will be used frequently.
Theorem IV Let P be a prime ideal in a ring E. The mapping A > A-Eê stablishes a 1-1 correspondence between the set of prime (primary) ideals of R contained in P and the set of all prime (primary) ideals in E^.
CHAPTER I
In this chapter, our attention is focused principally on relationships between the classes of ideals P , Q . , J , and PP in a domain D. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given in order that P C J , P = J , PC 2 , P= 2-, and. P d PP. valuation ring, whence J is a Priifer domain by Theorem I.
This completes the proof. Proof: The equality P = J is shown in the above theorem.
The equality 2 / = J then follows from Theorem 1.11. The value group of uo is dense in the set of real numbers, hence V is a non-discrete, rank one valuation ring. The maximal ideal M of V is idempotent, thus M is not an almost Dedekind ideal.
CHAPTER II
In this chapter, we give a necessary and sufficient condition, in terms of Dedekind ideals, for a domain D to he Dedekind. We also present several necessary and suffi-'cient conditions for D to be an almost Dedekind domain and then study the prime ideal structure of D when $ C V and when 2. C PP. Proof: Every rank one, discrete valuation ring is a
Dedekind domain, thus D is an almost Dedekind domain by the previous theorem. The converse also follows from the previous theorem, for if P is any proper prime ideal of D, then Dp is a rank one, discrete valuation ring, whence P-primary ideals are rank one, discrete valuation ideals.
For the proofs in the remainder of this chapter, it will be convenient to state here the following Lemmas 2.12, Let P be a prime ideal of a valuation ring V, and let A be the intersection of the primary ideals belonging to P.
Then A is prime, and. there exists no prime ideal P-^ such that A < P^ < P.
Lemma 2.14 Let M be a prime ideal of a domain D, and suppose there exists a prime ideal P < M such that there is no prime ideal P-^ with P < P^ < M. Then P i s the intersection of the-M-primary ideals of D which contain P. * Theorem 2.15
Let M be a prime ideal of a domain D, and suppose every M-primary ideal is a valuation ideal. If there exists a prime ideal P < M such that there is no prime ideal P^ with. P < P^ < M, then P is unique (and is, in fact, the intersection of all M-primary ideals).
Theorem 2.16
If P^ > Pg are prime ideals of D, then there exist prime ideals P and P* such that P^ 3 P ) P* 3 ^ an(^ t*1© 1 , 6 are no prime ideals properly between P and P * .
Proof: We may assume there exist proper prime ideals between P^ and P 2 » for otherwise the theorem is trivially satisfied. Since P-^ ) P 2 » we select x e P p x ^ Pj, and consider the ideal (p2 » (x)) . We have ^ D ^ P 2* hence P^ contains a prime ideal P such that P is a minimal prime belonging to (p 2 , (x)) C7;1073. Now we have ideals between P and P2 > but that the theorem is not satis fied by any of these prime ideals. Now consider the set S of all strictly increasing chains of prime ideals properly between P 2 and P. If and 0^ are elements of S, we order i. Cyg if every prime ideal in the chain is in the chain 0^. If is an arbitrary totally ordered subset of S, denote by the chain of prime ideals having the property that if P^ is a prime ideal.in any element of S^, then P^ is a prime ideal in C^. Then is an upper bound of and thus every totally ordered subset of S has an upper bound in S. Therefore, by Zorn's Lemma, S contains maximal chains. We consider then a maximal chain in S and examine the union U P.J of the elements of this chain. Now U PJi is a prime ideal and properly contains each member ci ) P2 * We assume there exist prime of the chain, hence U p «* = P. But x e P, so we must have o f
x e PJ for some prime ideal P^ in this chain. We have P 3 P$ 3^2 ' * -kence ^ = since P is a minimal prime of (?2'
* T h i s ,contradicts the fact that P > P^, therefore there must exist a prime ideal, containing and contained in P, which satisfies the theorem.
Lemma 2.17
If E is a valuation ring and P is a prime ideal of R such 2 that P is the only P-primary ideal of R, then P = P .
Furthermore, if {P*} denotes the set of prime ideals properly contained in P, then P = U P*.
00
Proof: Suppose P ^ P , then fl Pn = P* is a prime ideal n=l since each Pn is a valuation ideal, by Lemma 2.12. Thus P > P* and if P-^ is any prime ideal with the property that P D P -l D P*, then either Pn C P x or Pn D P^ for each integer n > 0. We consider the following two cases; either 1) Pn for'some, n, or 2) Pn 3 P^ f or all n. In case 1), P = 7 P n ' C P-^ implies P = P^; and in case 2), OO P, = P* since then P n CZ ^ Pn = P * . Therefore, if n=l P 3 ) P* » then P = P.^ and there are no prime ideals properly between P and' P * . Then P* is the intersection of all P-primary ideals in R, by Lemma 2.13, but this contra dicts the hypothesis that P is the only P-primary ideal of for all n.
Proof: By Theorem 2.16, there exist prime ideals P and P* such that P^ ^ P > P* D ^2 ' su°k there exist no prime ideals properly between P and P * . By the previous oo oo theorem, we have either D Pn = P or fl Bn = P * , thus n=l n=l pn pn* > p* 3 p 2 for all n# Theorem 2.21
If JClTf and P is a prime ideal of D with the property that if P' is any prime ideal such that P > P' then there is a prime ideal properly contained between P and P 1, then P = P^.
Proof: By the previous corollary, Pn > P' for all n,
OO OO
hence n P n D P ' .
But fl Pn is a prime ideal, by Theorem n=l n=l 2.18, and contains every prime ideal P 1 which is properly OO contained in P. We have, therefore, P Z) fl Pn and there n=l are no prime ideals properly contained between these two 00 prime ideals, hence P = fl P n and thus P = P . there exists a prime ideal P* with the property that P > P* and there are no prime ideals properly contained OO between P and P * . Then Pi P n = P* and if F is any prime n=l ideal such that P > F, then P* D F. Proof: Let P^ < P 2 < P^ < ••• be an ascending chain of prime ideals in D; then. U P. = P is also prime. If this i 2 chain is not finite, then P > P. for each j , hence P > P. t J J for'each j, by Corollary 2.20. Therefore P 3 U P i an<i If 2L(ZPP±h D, and P ) P* are two prime ideals of D such that D / P and there are no prime ideals properly between OO P and P * , then Pn is primary for every n and P* = D Pn . n=l
Proof: We have P* is the intersection of the P-primary ideals of D which contain P* by Lemma 2.14, thus OO P* 3 n Pn . Suppose m is the smallest positive integer n=l such, that Pm is not P-primary. Then Pm ^*Dp fl D = Pm ^ is P-primary and Pm *Dp O D is P-primary, but Pm < Pm * B p O D Therefore, Pm * D p n D = pm " 1 since 3. (Z P P , but this means Pm -Dp = Pm -1»Dp so (P*Dp)m = (P.Dp)1 1 1 "1 . As a result, (P*Dp) 1 1 1 -1 = (P*Dp)k for any positive integer k _ > m-1, hence there are no P-primary .ideals properly contained in
Pm_^. This implies, however, that P* = P s where 1 < s mbut P s is not a prime ideal for s > 1. This contradiction implies that there is no smallest positive integer m such that Pm is not P-primary, hence Pn is primary for every n.
Furthermore, if Pm P* , then p m+^ ^ P* for every i ) 0, thus P* = P^ for some 1 < j < m. However, P^ is not a prime ideal for j > 1, hence Pm > P* for every m and so OO f | p n D P * . This, with our earlier containment, gives H-=l OO p* = n p n . n=l Proof: By Theorem 2'. 16, there exist prime ideals P and P* such that P^ D P > P* Z) P2 an<^ ' btlere are n0 prime ideals
properly between P and P * . Prom the previous theorem, we 00 get Pn > O Pm = P* for every n, hence P? 3 P n > P* 3 m=l 1 * for every positive integer n.
Theorem 2.29
If ' Xd.PP in D and P is a proper prime ideal, then P = P^ m if and only if P is the union of a chain of prime ideals such that P > P*.
Proof: . Suppose P = U P * and P ) P«* for each prime ideal 2 P*. We have P > P* by the previous theorem and this is true for every P,* in the chain, hence P D U p * and o ( r\ therefore P = P . Conversely, suppose that U p^ < P for every chain of prime ideals P«* with the property that P > P*. By Zorn's Lemma, there exists a maximal chain of prime ideals P* such that P > P^, hence there are no prime ideals properly contained between the prime ideal U P * and oo P. By Theorem 2.2?, UPJ, = fl Pn , thus P 2 < P and the * n=l converse is proved.
Theorem 2.30
A necessary and sufficient condition that ^L d^^i n D is for 2 = PP.
Proof: Suppose 2(ZPf'and let P denote an arbitrary prime ideal of D. We may assume that P ^ P , for otherwise the theorem is trivial. By the previous theorem, P is not the union of a chain of prime ideals P* such that P > P*, thus U p^i < P for any such chain. By Zorn's Lemma, there o( exists-a prime ideal P* < P such that there are no prime ideals properly between P* and P. Then P n is primary for every n, by Theorem 2.27, and hence PPd 2 since P is an 
